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WHAT IS NOISE

 Noise is a variety of sound. It means any unwanted sound. Sounds, particularly loud ones, that 
disturb people or make it difficult to hear wanted sounds, are noise. For example, conversations 
of other people may be called noise by people not involved in any of them; any unwanted 
sound such as neighbours playing loud music, road traffic sounds, or a distant aircraft in quiet 
countryside, is called noise.

 A noise can be characterised as interfering, if it fulfils at least one of the following conditions:

 A sound is unpleasant or interfering, even if passengers expect this sound due to their actions. The 
sound quality is worse than expected. The extent to which the person feels disturbed (little or high) 
is not relevant.

 A sound occurs without the user expecting the sound event (e.g. rattling of parts of the interior 
trims).

 The noise does not occur due to any event related to the usage of the automobile (e.g. warning 
noises due to a lack of engine lubrication).

 There is a multiplicity of parameters which play a role in the definition of sound quality. The 
definition considers the psychologically important distinction between disturbing and function 
sounds. Function sounds are sounds such as the often desired full sound of an engine. In addition, 
there is trend in the automotive industry that a complete acoustic insulation is not desirable from 
the point of view of the customer.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sound


MEASURING NOISE

The unit of measuring noise is Decibels (dB) and the instrument of measuring noise is         

Sound Level Meter / Noise Level Meter

 Performing noise measurements in the workplace

 Noise measurement, also often referred to as Sound Measurement, is an important 

process as part of your Health and Safety strategy to ensure that sounds and noises in 

the workplace do not reach harmful levels to those exposed to them. This is especially 

significant for people who work in noisy environments such as, for example, in 

warehouses, assembly lines, workshops, music venues, educational establishments and 

construction sites to name a few.

 With the implementation of the Control of Noise at Work Regulations (2005), most 

employers are now aware of the reduced action levels for noise and the importance 

of implementing an effective noise measurement strategy to protect their employees 

from damage to their hearing during their working lives.

 There are two main noise measurement requirements under the Regulations, namely 

those that address exposure to noise over a working day or working life and those 

concerned with sudden or high levels of impulsive noise.



HOW TO ABSORB NOISE(EXPERIMENT)

 We can test this with our toy guitar!

 We did three things and guessed what the sound would be like:

 1) our fingers only

 2) the container and elastic bands

 3) the container, bands, stuffed with a tea towel.

 We have an elastic band on it’s own – we can hear it, but we have to listen really 

closely. It also sounds “deeper”. The sound is sent in all directions and “lost” in the 

large room we are in.



HOW TO ABSORB NOISE(EXPERIMENT)

 Container

 We have our empty container with the strings.

 The sound is much louder and clear. As expected you can really hear the 

different notes clearly.



HOW TO ABSORB NOISE(EXPERIMENT)

 The container stuffed

 He stuffed a tea towel into the container – assuming it would absorb most of the 

sound. It DID sound a tiny bit quieter, but not as much as expected. I suspect that 

this is because our strings are wrapped all around the container and that it is still 

reflecting a sufficient amount of noise energy. Yes, some is absorbed, but we 
would have to stuff it with more to make more of a difference.

 This is the fun of science – thinking about what you expect, observing what is 

happening and discussing results and finding explanations. I am now on a mission 

to find some objects that fully muffle our guitar (I suspect placing our duvet all 

around our container AND stuff it with something REALLY soft, will achieve the 

desired result!).



THE END


